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Regional Model Evaluation and Development

• The Bureau's Research Program is actively engaged in numerous UM 
Partnership RMED activities that deliver enhanced regional modelling 
systems for weather and climate applications.

• A key contribution is to the testing of prototype Regional Atmosphere and 
Land (RAL) configurations that include the latest model developments.

• We are currently running and evaluating case studies, short trials with DA 
and ensembles to assess the performance of packages being considered for 
the next regional model release. 

• This presentation will show evaluation of some 1.5km simulations in the 
tropics that will collectively feed into a decision in late January regarding the 
next regional model release, RAL3.



Midlatitude vs tropical RAL configurations

obs tropical config midlatitude config

• Current configuration is RAL2 - there are separate midlatitude and tropical configurations

• Midlatitudes convection can be very under-resolved in km-scale models, configuration has 
relatively weak turbulent mixing and stochastic perturbations to help initiate convection
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RAL3 package evaluation of a tropical MCS

obs RAL2T RAL3T1 RAL3T2 RAL3P3

Darwin mesoscale convective system, 24 hour accumulated precipitation 
obs RAL2T RAL3T1 RAL3T2 RAL3P3

• MCS on 18 February 2014 brought heavy falls, Walker Creek set new Feb record with 262 mm 
• RAL2T produces too much rainfall but looks good compared to new packages
• Package 3 looks different to other simulations and underestimates daily rainfall amounts



Evaluation of the size of the cloudy & raining area - tropical MCS
Figures show the fraction of the radar area covered by reflectivities > 10 dBZ

obs RAL2T RAL3T1 RAL3T2 RAL3P3

• RALT3 package 2 improves the timing of the maximum cloud and rain cover
• Packages with bimodal cloud scheme significantly underestimate the areal coverage
• Package 3 doesn't simulate the deepest convection at ~17 UTC



Convective storm cell tracking, Darwin 2012 - 2017

• All configurations underestimate occurrence of shorter storm cell lifetimes
• Occurrence of events with storm-area averaged rain rates > 25 mm/h better with package 3
• Package 3 rainfall area shows different behaviour to others, fewer large area events
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Tracked storm cell statistics of ~30 cases based on rain rates



DA trial: precipitation evaluation
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DA trial: evaluation of rainfall spatial pattern

The fractions skill 
score (FSS) is a 
neighbourhood spatial 
verification method. 

FSS gives a measure of 
the error in the 
placement of the rain.
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Global convection-permitting (~5km) model assessment

• Global5km: advance understanding of the influence of convective-scale processes on larger 
scales, develop capability to deliver a global 5km convection-permitting modelling system, 
and explore the research benefits of 5km global resolution for weather and climate

• Deep convection switched off in all runs, revised midlevel convection formulation
• Differences: shallow convection mass flux scaling, no convection, blended turbulence scheme

Radar reflectivity distributions with height over Darwin



Summary

• The Bureau's Research Program is assessing RAL3 tropical packages using 
both case studies and short trials that include DA and ensembles

• Evaluation has demonstrated the importance of not only evaluating the 
surface weather fields, but also the 3D cloud properties

• RALT3 package 2 shows good improvements in 3D cloud properties and 
temporal evolution compared to current RALT2 configuration

• RAL3 package 3 shows different rainfall behaviour to current tropical 
configuration, reducing overestimates in heavy rainfall and improvements 
in rainfall location compared to GPM

• Global convection-permitting (~5km) UM simulations look promising, scale-
aware convection scheme suitable for km-scale models will be beneficial


